[Modern gray-scale sonography of the breast].
Recently, the diagnosis of breast diseases by ultrasound has changed radically. It is no longer a complementary modality to mammography but a separate method to investigate breast disease. Innovative high-resolution ultrasound allows more specific diagnosis of breast tumors. Tissue-harmonic imaging not only uses the transmitted, fundamental frequency to obtain an image but also the harmonic frequency. The harmonic signal is processed by the ultrasound system with the result of better delineation of tissue structures and spatial compounding assembles an image from multiple images taken from different angles of echo waves. The effect is the reduction of artifacts with optimized contrast. Finally the advanced speckle reduction technique is used to smooth and homogenize the image. Additionally continuous advancement of new high-resolution linear transducers is responsible for the essential improvement of image quality. In conclusion, it is recommended to integrate all of the described modalities in order to obtain diagnostically conclusive image quality. This article demonstrates the new techniques and applications exemplified using images.